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From as early as I can remember, I was always much inspired by my mother. She has worked
very hard as a teacher for over 30 years and is now the director of k12 education in my hometown. Her
hard work and dedication always set a strong example of how I knew I also wanted to be. I remember
once in high school; she told me, "Your mind will take you further than your body in life." These words
have stuck with me in my educational journey. They have been a constant reminder to use my natural
abilities to better myself, learning and absorbing all that I can to accomplish my goals. I realized that the
knowledge and experience that I had acquired were barely the beginning of all that needed to be
understood in order for me to both study and work as I wish. With my development in the past years, I
start looking at education differently. I believe that education is a way to transfer knowledge of a specific
content through teaching. However, we can educate ourselves by self-learning, attending school, or by our
life experiences. There is this quote that never left my mind “learn from your mistakes.” Through
countless mistakes, I believe that I can learn from my own life experiences which lead me to believe that
my education was not only about learning, it was a choice that I made to become the person I wanted to
be. Students enroll in a post-secondary education seeking to learn and evolve into the person that they
want to become. Students trust us teachers with their learning and development and many students at
some point make the choice to become artists, doctors, engineers, mathematicians, and much more.
Therefore, our job as teachers carries heavy responsibility and accountability. To summarize my teaching
philosophy in one sentence, it would be “it is our job and duty to help, guide, and teach students through
their educational journey.” I believe that we teachers have a great influence that affects students’ life,
choices, and educational experiences. "A teacher affects eternity; he can never tell where his influence
stops." -Henry B. Adams

Moreover, teaching and learning are like yin and yang. Where teaching cannot exist without
learning and vice versa. I believe it is a process that relies on both teachers and students mostly. The
teacher should have dignity, trustworthiness, and fairness as core values along with good teaching skills. I
started with dignity because teachers should be able to respect all students as humans regardless of their
sex, gender, identity, religion, etc. Teachers are trusted to deliver knowledge of a specific topic through
teaching to the upcoming generations. Therefore, teachers must have both responsibility and
accountability toward their students and the courses they both teach and design. One way teachers can
improve themselves and their teaching skills is by keeping up with current research and technology that
improve teaching and learning. Furthermore, it is not like teaching and learning are the schools or the
teachers’ responsibility. Students play a critical role in their own learning by giving the effort to engage in
their classroom and other school activities, study to learn not just to pass, and ask for help when needed.

My experience in teaching has been mainly in tutoring my fellow students. I tutored students in
classes such as engineering graphics, quality, and entry-level Math courses. I also helped my fellow
international students with writing techniques during my ESL program. I found it to be very rewarding to
better others through teaching. I have an immense interest in teaching from my early tutoring experience
before and during college. My passion for teaching and learning grew exponentially, especially in
engineering, which involves complex topics that should be both creative and simple. Students should be
able to comprehend the subject clearly to apply what they have learned productively. I struggled with
courses such as statics due to the complexity of the topics. This prompted me to become a professor and



expand my knowledge of teaching and learning, I would like to be a teacher who will make students
learning experience impactful.

To sum up, the foundation of my teaching philosophy can be split into four main concepts. First, I
believe that we should teach and provide everyone with the same resources regardless of their sex, gender,
race, etc. Teachers, students, and peers should join together in learning communities to help each other in
terms of enhancing and improving their knowledge. Second, learning is a construction process that is
improved by others’ prior knowledge and experiences. Collaboration between students is necessary for
their learning experience. Third, to keep students actively engaged, we must understand that some
students resist learning, and student engagement can be enhanced by understanding motivation and active
learning. Teachers can utilize the interaction between active learning and motivation in the classroom to
keep them engaged actively. Finally, motivation is not only the center of active learning but also enhances
students’ goal achievement. Motivation can develop their competency, autonomy, and relatedness which
create a pathway to learning success.


